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Dawn Lewcock The Origins of Drama: All communities accept that their later drama has roots in pre-history.
Anthropologists have shown that primitive societies used and in certain cases still use role-playing in teaching
the codes and behaviour required to live and survive in that society; for example, to teach the skills needed in
knowing what and how to hunt, the making and use of weapons and the rules of warfare. Performance could
be involved in oral repetition to teach the laws and social customs, while enactment of mythical or historical
episodes perpetuates and transmits what is thought important to maintain in the race-memory of the tribe.
Most early societies lived by a seasonal cycle, a regular pattern allied to the movements of the sun or moon,
and perhaps related to the movement of prey, or to seedtime and harvest, and drama was especially important
in devising rituals to deal with the inexplicable, the changing seasons, the natural phenomena of night and day,
or the waxing and waning of the moon. Without propitiation with certain symbolic ceremonial safeguards or
sacrifices, the sun might not rise again, the crops might fail. Thus the invention of gods happened to provide a
liaison between this world and the next and societal rituals would encompass joy, hope, and renewal, or death,
despair and foreboding. Omens became important and had to be interpreted by wise men, perhaps involving
impersonation, and disguise, in punctiliously performed ceremonies to appease or placate the gods. Rules for
communal living would gradually be agreed: Most societies would include rituals of purification, perhaps for
menstruating women or after childbirth, and ordeals for children to undergo in order to attain adulthood and
acceptance into full membership of the community. And all this would be taught and learnt through oral
tradition, through story-telling and through performances and enactments passed down from generation to
generation. All societies seem to have had these ritual traditions in one form or another from which spoken
drama often, but not always, emerged. In the early communities everyone was involved in the drama of a
ceremonial ritual, perhaps with impersonation and identification with priestly roles, or as characters depicted
in enactments, or simply as celebrants but it was not theatre. Theatre requires a separate audience of spectators
which happened when the occasion became a performance by some in front of others as an entertainment.
However since the sixteenth century, the two terms have become synonymous with both words loosely
understood as meaning the representation of a story enacted by actors in front of an audience. Most
communities have some mention of folk drama derived from oral storytelling becoming a narrative in
dialogue, but by its nature oral storytelling is mostly unrecorded, and histories are sparse and fragmentary. It is
thought that music and dance associated with death and rejuvenation is represented in ancient Egyptian
hieroglyphs from around BCE but little more is known about Egyptian practices. Although Herodotus wrote
about an Egyptian temple ceremony involving a mock battle, and implies this was an annual event, nothing is
known about any spoken drama. In China music is believed to have existed in BCE, scribes wrote of rituals
and religious worship accompanied by music and dance from BCE, and of emperors who were reproved for
enjoying theatrical performances by actors. However, written classical Chinese poetic drama is only recorded
from the s BCE. In India the beginnings of spoken drama are uncertain but it is also thought to have derived
from earlier dramatic dances and mimes related to ancient rituals and seasonal celebrations, and to have
appeared about the same time as the Greeks began writing their plays. Some authorities suggest Indian
dramatic writings were influenced by the influx of Greek culture after the invasion by Alexander the Great in
BCE. For Greece, and in particular Athens, is credited with the beginnings of performing plays in front of an
audience as we understand them today. Knowledge of them became widespread because European culture was
founded on the classical authors of Greece and Rome. From the Renaissance until the twentieth century a
formal education in a European school was based on, or at least included, Latin authors such as Virgil and
Cicero, and plays by Seneca and Terence. The Greek texts used included stories from The Illiad and The
Odyssey by Homer; and many of the plays first performed centuries before by Aeschylus and Aristophanes,
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Sophocles and Menander, as well as the writings of philosophers like Plato and Aristotle. The performances of
plays in the Greek culture were as part of a religious festival not in the sense of a ritual offering of an art in the
form of drama but as a celebration with and for the god. Slowly the drama was becoming theatre with the God
as the most important spectator. Usually, but not exclusively the performance was for the god Dionysus, and it
is believed the theatre developed from the Dionysiac cult-festivals and the seasonal celebrations and rituals for
crop sowing and harvesting. Some of the earliest representations of theatrical performance from the 6th
century BCE show actors dressed as animals or birds. They recite a prayer and then the family walks in
procession, the daughter as the maiden the canephorus carrying the basket with the sacrifice, a slave carrying a
phallus, the father singing a bawdy phallic song, the wife watching from the house roof. This gives us prayer,
a procession, the dithyramb a certain kind of rough lyric verse and the sacrifice, which may have originally
been a man but later became a goat and then fruit or other foodstuff. Occasionally the procession was
combined with the symbolic wedding of the wife of a leading citizen to Dionysus in the temple. Dionysus was
represented in person at this time as a bearded long-haired mature man with two little horns on his forehead as
a sign of unbounded energy. This later became a sign for adultery. The crown of ivy and the burgeoning
thyrsus a ritual staff of narthex or fennel twined with ivy and vine leaves and capped with a pine cone showed
he was not affected by seasonal changes. In procession he was preceded by virgins and followed by
Bacchantes dressed as satyrs in goatskins, or in wine-stained garments and with faces smeared with wine
dregs. Some of the Bacchantes represented the dead with horrifying death masks and grave clothes. The
popular name for the satyrs was tragos, which means goat; they sang a tragic or goat song from which
eventually came tragedy. Dithyrambic songs and dances were performed at the sacrificial site, the temple. The
young men were called komos and their songs were called comedies. It is believed that drama developed from
narrative songs in the dithyramb verse, first given by a single person and later performed by a chorus. At first
there was no identification of characters by separate voices but eventually a second voice was introduced and
at least part of the sung narrative became dialogue. Thespis is credited with introducing this innovation and is
by tradition considered the first actor. He was said to come from Icaria, which had links with the Dionysus
legend. Dionysus is supposed to have been friends with Icarias the King. Thespis is thought to have started in
the provinces with a chorus, traveling with a cart on which he stood to give a solo performance in spoken
verse independently of the chorus. The actor could play the hero or the god and the chorus respond as the
soldiers or the worshippers or whatever was required by the story. And from this came the style of Greek
tragedy with its use of a chorus and first one then two and then three actors playing the single voice parts, and
the development of dramatic action. All this came about not solely for entertainment but for a religious festival
usually in honour of Dionysus, although it is believed the acting troupes would travel the country and present
the plays for suitable occasions outside the actual festivals. We know there were earlier dramatists whose
works have not survived, although some names such as Phrynicus are known, but the first play texts we know
of are by Aeschylus who was born in BCE. However, the best known of his works is The Oresteia which is a
complete trilogy presented at a festival for Dionysus in Athens in BCE In the earliest plays the single voice is
subordinated to the chorus and the story is told in the interchanges between him and the chorus, but Aeschylus
added a second actor and then the two could address each other without the chorus. We know quite a lot about
Aeschylus from an anonymous biography of uncertain date and uncertain sources. But some of the
information is confirmed from comments by others. He was certainly honoured as a great writer in his
lifetime; his plays won the City Dionysia thirteen times, and some of those victories were after his death in
BCE. He retired to Sicily and was buried at Gela with an epitaph he had composed: Aristophanes, when he
mocked Aeschylus in The Frogs, had him say that it was he who gave new poses to the chorus, and he is
reported as being innovative in making the Eumenides the Furies in The Oresteia rush disheveled into the
orchestra. Sophocles, c BCE for his part, was also reported to have been a fine singer and dancer. He added a
third actor and limited the size of the chorus to fifteen, which increased the possibilities of conversational
exchange. He was said to have introduced scenic decoration and dressed his actors in long-sleeved formal
robes. There are seven surviving texts of his plays. These are more about characters such as Oedipus or Medea
in an overwhelmingly tragic situations than the explorations of wider moral dilemmas that Aeschylus wrote.
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There are nineteen plays by Euripides c BCE , which are different again from either of the others in his
dramatic use of language but the themes of his plays are less powerful and at times almost incomprehensible.
We know less about the Greek comedies because few have survived but scholars have differentiated three
kinds. Firstly the Old Comedy encompassed Aristophanes, and whilst it is certain there were others writing in
the same style, only his works have survived. The characters in the Old Comedy are grotesques in bawdy,
vulgar satire intermixed with buffoonery, but it is a genre especially distinguished by the use of the chorus
who speak directly to the audience, a style called the parabasis. In the Middle Comedy cBC there was more
direct political reference, no parabasis and more colloquial language. Only fragments of these texts remain but
they seem to have been more realistic and more domestic. The grotesques have gone, mythology has gone, the
gods appear very rarely, and the masks, if they were still used, were more realistic. About lines survive from
Menander. His plays are realistic in that there are familiar characters from everyday life with more emphasis
on their human behaviour and on the correction of social manners. Roman Drama Where the Greek dramatists
were writing for festival presentation and the kudos that would ensue, the Roman theatre was commercial and
the dramatists wrote for money or patronage. Plautus and Terence adapted Greek originals. It is known that
they used the plays of Menander, and others whose work has not survived, from the Greek New Comedy. The
Roman writers kept the same kinds of metrical pattern for the dialogue, gave longer lines for chanting and
lyric forms for the songs. They kept the Greek costume and masks and the basic types of conventional young
men in love, a clever, tricky or sly slave, a pimp, a parasite a dirty old man, etc. At the same time in both
Greek and Roman societies there was unliterary comedy. Burlesque farces from Megara in Greece, and
influences from Southern Italy and Sicily, in Rome, which seem to have included music, comic songs, mime
and dance. This genre was known as Fabula Atellana after the town Atella. It is believed that the separate art
of mime originated with this genre, but it also influenced the taste of the Roman audiences for grotesques and
farce. So that there was reversion back to the Old Comedy in the adaptations Plautus and others made of the
New Comedy to suit the taste of the Roman public. Plautus cBCE certainly wrote for money. He went by the
name of Titus Macius which meant Buffoon Plautus which meant flat-footed but his original name is
unknown. Its thought he was born in Umbria from where he went to Rome and worked as a stage hand and
then as an actor, and eventually gained Roman citizenship. He wrote many popular plays, which are the
earliest complete Latin literature that we have, and which are more or less in the form in which they were
written. His plays were different from run-of-the-mill farces, although he had to broaden the Greek original
and added elements from the Atellan farces and in a way ranged back to the style of Aristophanes. He adds
scenes to his sources to allow for more tricks and deceptions, and often has many loose ends, but he has a
verbal dexterity and plays with the language, using witty alliteration, assonance and bombast. He gave his
audience sentimental realism and farcical burlesque and often mixes spoken colloquial dialogue with the
lyrical. His characters have little development and rely upon usual stock types: There are no surprises; the
audience knows what to expect, but Plautus extends theatrical technique by using comic irony more fully than
Menander or Aristophanes. He lets his audience in on all the secrets from the beginning and then delights
them with the mistakes the characters make because of facts not known to them but known to the audience.
Money is usually important in his plays and he often mixes Roman attitudes, events or elements into a play
nominally set in Athens, or, as this one, in Ephesus. But Plautus wrote for the masses, and the masses liked it.
Terence, who wrote cBCE, was a much more literary writer. His master freed him and gave him his name,
Terentius Afer. He aimed for the smile rather than the guffaw and his characters were usually the elegant men
about Rome, conscious of their manners and annoyed by their elders old fashioned ideas. Although the setting
might be elsewhere. For his plays differed from his Greek sources in that the manners and behaviour were
Roman with Roman attitudes to women and slaves, with lots of sentimental posturing. He used the same
repertoire as Menander and the same stylistic conventions but he aims for greater realism and has less
flamboyance than Plautus, with what we see as psychological analysis.
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The following line is iambic pentameter because it 1 has five feet [pentameter], and 2 each foot has two
syllables with the stress on the second syllable [iambic]. That time of year thou mayst in me behold Thus, you
will hear meter identified as iambic pentameter, trochaic tetrameter, and so on. Many metered poems in
English avoid perfectly regular rhythm because it is monotonous. Irregularities in rhythm add interest and
emphasis to the lines. The first foot substitutes a trochee for an iamb. Thus, the basic iambic pentameter is
varied with the opening trochee. Any poetry that does have a set metrical pattern usually iambic pentameter ,
but does not have rhyme, is blank verse. Shakespeare frequently used unrhymed iambic pentameter in his
plays; his works are an early example of blank verse. Most modern poetry no longer follows strict rules of
meter or rhyme, especially throughout an entire poem. Free verse, frankly, has no rules about meter or rhyme
whatsoever! Free verse can also apply to a lack of a formal verse structure. How do I know if a poem has
meter? How do I determine the meter? To maintain a consistent meter, a poet has to choose words that fit.
Words like betray and persuade will work in an iambic poem because they are naturally iambic. They sound
silly any other way. However, candle and muscle will work best in a trochaic poem, because their natural
emphasis is on the first syllable. This often leads to poetic feet ending in the middle of words - after one
syllable - rather than the end. Determining meter is usually a process of elimination. Start reading everything
in iambic by emphasizing every second syllable. If none of these sounds natural, then you probably do not
have metered poetry at all ie. For more about verse, see the Open School Notes on Verse. For more about
poetic rhythm, meter and rhyme, see the Open School Notes on rhythm, meter and rhyme. Another type of
sound play is the emphasis on individual sounds and words: Nevertheless, if often is a major part of poetry, so
here some of the important things to remember: Images, in turn, suggest meanings beyond the mere identity of
the specific object. Poetry "plays" with meaning when it identifies resemblances or makes comparisons
between things; common examples of this "figurative" comparison include: Such expressions are generally
called figurative or metaphorical language. The full meaning of a word includes both the dictionary definition
and the special meanings and associations a word takes in a given phrase or expression. For example, a tiger is
a carnivorous animal of the cat family. This is the literal or denotative meaning. But we have certain
associations with the word: These are the suggestive, figurative or connotative meanings. Synecdoche is a
form of metaphor, which in mentioning an important and attached part signifies the whole e. A symbol is like
a simile or metaphor with the first term left out. If, through persistent identification of the rose with the
beloved woman, we may come to associate the rose with her and her particular virtues. At this point, the rose
would become a symbol. Allegory can be defined as a one to one correspondence between a series of abstract
ideas and a series of images or pictures presented in the form of a story or a narrative. Personification occurs
when you treat abstractions or inanimate objects as human, that is, giving them human attributes, powers, or
feelings e. Irony takes many forms. Most basically, irony is a figure of speech in which actual intent is
expressed through words that carry the opposite meaning. It is most valuable as a mode of perception that
assists the poet to see around and behind opposed attitudes, and to see the often conflicting interpretations that
come from our examination of life. Consider this four-line stanza: O Western wind, when wilt thou blow That
the small rain down can rain? Christ, that my love were in my arms, And I in my bed again! But the full
meaning of the poem depends on the first two lines also. We note that they are related in several ways:
Secondly, the lover is living in a kind of drought or arid state that can only be slaked by the soothing presence
of the beloved. Undoubtedly, too, there are associations with specific words, like "Western" or "small rain"
that the reader is only half aware of but which nonetheless contribute to meaning. These associations or
connotations afford a few indirections that enrich the entire poem.
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Following are some definitions: Elements of the melody include: Two motifs combined Sentence or period:
Two phrases combined Paragraph: A group of sentences Sequence: These may be sung or played. In music
theory, they are described as the vertical structure. If using a chord progression format, should base the
harmony of the song upon the progression and only vary a bit. There are two versions: The traditional, where
every note is played as shown, and the "swing", used in Blues and Jazz, where, for example, two half-beats go
"bomp-bomb" kind of like heartbeat. A more technically useful definition of swing is best described using
eighth notes. Rather than playing "straight", or on the down and up-beats: Swing can create a sort of laid back,
lazy feel at slow tempos and at higher tempos can give a driving force that pushes the music forward.
Different time signatures can offer different rhythmic feelings depending on the beat emphasis. Different
eighth note groupings and emphasis are used to vary the feel. Usually, each song consists of the following:
Most songs have two or three verses, repeating the same melody with different words. Verses usually have
about eight measures, but traditional twelve bar blues may use twelve measures. The chorus may be very
repetitive. Bridge, or Middle 8: The bridge usually occurs during a transition between verse and chorus or
between two choruses in separate keys; hence, it is sometimes called the "bridge. However it is conceived, its
primary function is to provide the ear with a kind of "relief" from the repetitiveness of the Verse and Chorus,
to provide a fresh perspective within the context of the overall structure. The hook is usually repeated at
various times during the song. Also referred to as the motif. Maybe integrated into the chorus. In traditional
western music a coda is a separate section of music from the rest that is only played when indicated written:
Often, it is worth the effort to first invent a melody from a chord or string for guitar sequence around which
your song will be focused. The hook may be simply a melodic structure, but is perhaps preferably a mix of the
melody coupled with a clever line of words. The reverse process, putting music to words, is a lot more
difficult and is also less successful in most formats. Developing a melody after writing lyrics allows you to
form the basic rhythmic structure from the syllables of the words, adding expanding and altering to develop
interesting melodic movement. Knowing the tone of a particular line or section also allows you to better able
match the mood musically for more consistent feeling. Plenty of people find these advantages helpful and it is
by no means incorrect or more difficult writing in this fashion. Song writing is a process unique to everyone,
do what works best for you. But there are certain cases where putting music to words is a better option Popular
Song forms[ edit ] Popular music has several forms that are commonly used. These usually consist of four
8-bar phrases, making up the typical 32 bar form. Typically, this entire bar is a chorus. A-A1-B-A ternary is
the most famous. The hook is a memorable, catchy part of the song, and may consist of one or more of the
following: In section A1 the song develops usually by adding new instruments or increasing energy level in
some other way. The B section, often referred to as the bridge, is a musical and usually lyrical contrast. The
2nd half, acting as repetition , have a slight difference either melodically, harmonically, or both. One A
phrases for 8 bars, followed by its repetition, then followed by B phrases for 8 bars and its repetition.
Repetition may or may not have variations. Provide variation with the B phrase and repetition of A phrase
with new concluding material in C phrase. Each phrase provides a variation with new melodic material. This
is rarer since it requires more attention from the listener and fewer opportunities to bring home the hook
through its repetition. The gift of songwriting. Some people are born skilled writers. It comes to them like
breathing. Most of us are somewhere in between. Experience is more useful than being gifted, you will learn
all the wrong ways of doing things which will actually give you a better understanding of the craft rather than
being "lucky" and making something good but with no idea of why and how you might expand from there. Of
course it is a helpful tool but is not necessary. More commonly called "Perfect Pitch", and is the ability to
distinguish and identify the pitch, note, or chord playing by name. This is a gift you are born with or without.
An equally useful and similar tool is "Relative Pitch", the ability to distinguish and identify intervals and
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chord movement from a known starting pitch. Experience is always better, natural gifts just give a starting
advantage while simultaneously discouraging actually learning correctly taking shortcuts. I see the mountain
rise up. Ability to sing or play an instrument. Take, for example, Beethoven. He was writing 26 part
symphonies deaf. Collaboration with other writers. In general the best way to learn and grow as a musician is
collaborating and playing with others, its a whole different level than playing solo and typically much more
fun Multi-track Recorder cassette 4-track, computer program, smartphone app, etc. A voice recorder, to record
how it sounds. While some of the greatest songs being sung around the world today were birthed in the hearts
of people who knew nothing about music, if one wants to play in a certain style, they should also follow the
style. A lot of new, interesting ideas can develop this way and you should do a bit of it regardless but knowing
some basic theory will speed up the process and help prevent discouragement due to getting "stuck". A great
singing voice. Finally, singing either lyrics or pitches along with a song gives an organic connection to it and
helps you better understand whats happening in analysis; and singing harmony or bass parts expands your
creativity for adding depth to a simple idea in addition to just being fun. Some things that ARE required: An
intimate and vital relationship with your topic. A sensitive spirit relative to your intended audience.
Sometimes you block or hit snags. A paying job, or normal education. Strive to expand your vocabulary.
While some phrases may be very meaningful, there are probably words that fit the image you are trying to
create more appropriately. Also, if possible, try to live "in" the subject matter. You need to be vulnerable; to
be a good writer, you must remain vulnerable in your writing. If you hide, then the song hides. There is no
safe haven for songwriters. You need to practice and you need to be persistent; Yes, sometimes, the words and
melody simply flow. But most of the time songwriting is hard work. Songwriting requires work, practice,
mentors, study, diligence, and commitment. We should give ourselves to the development of our writing
skills. Practice, sing and write constantly. Write something every day, even if you come up with something
that might initially sound trite. You can revise it and make it something good later. Whatever musical impulse
lies within will come out. Important Elements of a Song[ edit ] The most important aspect of a song is
"sing-ability" Do the stressed syllables of the lyrics match the stressed beats of the music? If you write the
lyrics first, as mentioned earlier, this becomes less of an issue. Are the words you want emphasized sung with
longer notes? Usually 2nds, 3rds, 4ths, 5ths and octaves are easiest. Is the melody supported by the chord
progression? Does the melody fall within the sing-able range of the majority? Usually, not much lower than an
A; not much higher than a D. Too many words make it difficult to focus on the subject matter. This makes the
song easier for the congregation to retain and memorize. Much music is not repetitive, again do you want an
anthem or something personal? Does it capture an image? Does it paint a picture of how you feel about a
given situation at a given moment in time?
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Greek lyric For the ancient Greeks , lyric poetry had a precise technical meaning: Because such works were
typically sung, it was also known as melic poetry. The lyric or melic poet was distinguished from the writer of
plays although Athenian drama included choral odes, in lyric form , the writer of trochaic and iambic verses
which were recited , the writer of elegies accompanied by the flute, rather than the lyre and the writer of epic.
These archaic and classical musician-poets included Sappho , Alcaeus , Anacreon and Pindar. Archaic lyric
was characterized by strophic composition and live musical performance. Some poets, like Pindar extended
the metrical forms to a triad, including strophe , antistrophe metrically identical to the strophe and epode
whose form does not match that of the strophe. What remained were the forms, the lyric meters of the Greeks
adapted to Latin. Catullus was influenced by both archaic and Hellenistic Greek verse and belonged to a group
of Roman poets called the Neoteroi "New Poets" who spurned epic poetry following the lead of Callimachus.
Instead, they composed brief, highly polished poems in various thematic and metrical genres. The Roman love
elegies of Tibullus , Propertius , and Ovid Amores , Heroides , with their personal phrasing and feeling, may
be the thematic ancestor of much medieval, Renaissance, Romantic, and modern lyric poetry, but these works
were composed in elegiac couplets and so were not lyric poetry in the ancient sense. The varying forms of the
new Chu ci provided more rhythm and greater latitude of expression. Formally, it consists of a short lyric
composed in a single meter with a single rhyme throughout. The central subject is love. The ghazal was
introduced to European poetry in the early 19th century by the Germans Schlegel , Von Hammer-Purgstall ,
and Goethe , who called Hafiz his "twin". The dominant form of German lyric poetry in the period was the
minnesang , "a love lyric based essentially on a fictitious relationship between a knight and his high-born
lady". Laura is in many ways both the culmination of medieval courtly love poetry and the beginning of
Renaissance love lyric. A bhajan or kirtan is a Hindu devotional song. Bhajans are often simple songs in
lyrical language expressing emotions of love for the Divine. Notable authors include Kabir , Surdas , and
Tulsidas. Chinese Sanqu poetry was a Chinese poetic genre popular from the 12th-century Jin Dynasty
through to the early Ming. Early 14th-century playwrights like Ma Zhiyuan and Guan Hanqing were
well-established writers of Sanqu. Against the usual tradition of using Classical Chinese , this poetry was
composed in the vernacular.
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This is machine translation Translated by Mouseover text to see original. Click the button below to return to
the English version of the page. This page has been translated by MathWorks. Click here to see To view all
translated materials including this page, select Country from the country navigator on the bottom of this page.
MathWorks does not warrant, and disclaims all liability for, the accuracy, suitability, or fitness for purpose of
the translation. The array element spacing is 0. In this example, we assume that these two directions are
unknown and need to be estimated. Simulate the baseband received signal at the array demodulated from an
operating frequency of MHz. Therefore, the results returned by these high-resolution DOA estimators are in
the form of broadside angles. An illustration of broadside angles can be found in the following figure.
Calculate the broadside angles corresponding to the two incident angles. FB-based estimators also have a
lower variance and reduce the correlation between signals. MUSIC also supports forward-backward
averaging. Estimating the Number of Signal Sources In practice, you generally do not know the number of
signal sources, and need to estimate the number of sources from the received signal. Before you can set
NumSignalsSource, you must release the DOA object because it is locked to improve efficiency during
processing. One of these approaches is to solve an equivalent problem with reduced dimensions in beamspace.
This technique uses a priori knowledge of the sector where the signals are located to position the center of the
beam fan. This algorithm is iterative and the most demanding in terms of computational complexity. You can
set the maximum number of iterations by specifying the MaximumIterationCount property to maintain the cost
below a specific limit. Row weighting is a technique that applies different weights to the rows of the signal
subspace matrix. The row weighting parameter determines the maximum weight. In most cases, it is chosen to
be as large as possible. To show this, model a received signal composed of 4 narrowband components. To
simplify the example, run only one trial per algorithm. Given the high SNR, the results will be a good
indicator of estimation accuracy. The AIC estimates the number of sources as two because three sources are
correlated. With the correct number of sources as an input, the algorithm correctly estimates the directions of
arrival. Using spatial smoothing, however, decreases the effective aperture of the array. Therefore, the
variance of the estimators increases because the subarrays are smaller than the original array. Based on your
location, we recommend that you select: You can also select a web site from the following list: Other
MathWorks country sites are not optimized for visits from your location.
6: Nursery rhyme - Wikipedia
Elements of Poetry in Spanish This is a common core correlated unit on poetry (RF). It includes a Power Point
Presentation that explains what poetry is and discusses the different poetry elements such as: rhyme, repetition, tone,
alliteration, imagery and humor.

7: "Elements of Poetry" Song for Teaching Literature - Free Worksheets
Correlated to: Georgia English Language Arts Performance Standards and applies knowledge of the structures and
elements of British and composes and performs.

8: Elements of Poetry
Music is a cross-cultural universal, a ubiquitous activity found in every known human culture. Individuals demonstrate
manifestly different preferences in music, and yet relatively little is known about the underlying structure of those
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9: Rhythm | Define Rhythm at www.enganchecubano.com
"Poetry (For Life)" helps students understand the elements of poetry as well as how to write poems by using music,
rhyme, and repetition. The song presents elements of rhyme and rhythm including meter and feet (iamb, trochee,
anapest, and dactyl).
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